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Abstract 

This paper is an attempt to trace the patterns of assertion the way Dalit women started 
voicing their protest against the patriarchy they experienced within the 
communities in varied forms. By the beginning of the 1990s, Dalit women had 
started loudly voicing their protest against the feminists on the one hand and 
against the patriarchal ideologies and practices within their own communities, on 
the other. National Federation of Dalit Women suggested new directions for feminist 
internationalism. They argued that the issue of caste was not to be dealt in isolation. 
Caste and race were similar according to them and the issue of Dalit human right 
had to be put on the agenda of international movement. Mapping the nuances of 
Feminism in Dalit Literature and its Women Writers is important to assess the 
larger frame of Indian writings of English and the different tones of feminist 
arguments made from time to time. 
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Literature has never allowed the radical and resistive voices but has noted down only 
dominant. Nevertheless, last two decades have attested some radical, resistant narratives which 
have come up to challenge the hegemonic structure of erstwhile discourse. Literary works of male 
authors reflect chiefly a male view of life which is not necessarily women's experience. Cheri 
Register analyses "If women's work is organized differently from men's, if the day is structured 
differently, if space is inhabited differently, if styles of verbal communication are different, then it 
follows that women will have a different sense of beauty and pleasure (272)". Through this paper, 
I would like to wade through the complex terrain of Indian literature and negotiate the Dalit 
feminist voices.  

Though, feminist voices can be heard, in post-colonial India, in the works of Ruth Pawar 
Jubavala, Nargis Dalal, Anita Desai, Attia Hussain, Shakuntla Rama Rao, Nayan Tara Sehgal, Vimla 
Raina, Kamla Markandey, Kamla Das, Santha Rama Rao, Padmini Sen Gupta, Mrinalini Sarabhai,, 
Gita Mehta, Shashi Deshpande and others but these voices depicted the suffocation they faced in 
the role assigned to them as mother, wife, lover in patriarchal structures in an attempt to set 
themselves free of the four-walls. Nevertheless, the women depicted liked to remain in roles 
assigned as Jaya of That Long Silence, a novel by Shashi Deshpande. Jhubavala penetrates 
analytically in the domestication of women; Attia Hussain, in her novel Sunlight on a Broken 
Column, in the intense life of a Muslim girl in who keeps Purdah (veil) and her collision with the 
modern world; Kamala Markandaya, in her novel A Silence of Desire, presents a subtle study of the 
husband-wife relationship while her Two Virgins sensitively portrays first growing awareness of 
the adult worlds and the irrevocable loss of childhood. Of course, these voices had broken the 
silences of old age centuries but not the structures of cultural patriarchy which is not the only 
structure in India. India has divergent structures within society like social, cultural, economic, 
religious, and patriarchal which relentlessly wobble the lives of people. But, the real radical  
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resistant voices one can find only, in India, in Dalit literature.  

Dalit literature is a literature of protest against the inadequacies of Indian literature which 
portrays and projects only the belief systems of a particular section of the society. This only 
section represents, falsely, the whole India. Indian literature is the literature written for 
enjoyment, says Sharankumar Limbale in an interview, which ignores totally the harsh realities of 
Indian masses. The unnoticed people wrote the unwritten by so-called Indian writers focusing on 
harsh realities such as pain, pangs, sorrows, deprivation, hunger etc of the oppressed section. 
Moreover, these Dalit writers claimed a unique status for Dalit literature. But critics and reviewers 
in India have responded Dalit writers’ stark portrayal of caste discrimination with a sense of 
disbelief and accusation of exaggeration charges it propagandist, even though Dalit literature has 
its own vitality in Indian literary scenario. Although Dalit literature has gained visibility in recent 
years, yet, Christopher analyses, it continues to be suppressed, appropriated, and contained by 
hegemonic discourses (8). Dominant critics claims that caste no longer is relevant, either it has 
already disappeared or is in process of disappearance, forgetting the importance of caste in 
surnames and, searching the bride and grooms in their own communities. Urmila Pawar argues, 
‘Like wild animals fast disappearing from the woods, caste seems to have ‘disappeared’. Yet like a 
wild animal hiding behind a bush, it remains hidden, poised for attack. People travelling in fast 
vehicle (middle class Dalits) may not notice the wild eyes looking at them, but those who walk do 
and are struck with terror (xii)’. 

In the same vein, Baby Kamble asserts that the caste atrocities, which are common on Dalit, 
earlier,’ happened because the Dalits were uneducated. Today this happens because Dalits are 
educated (150)’. While caste is, invariably, unique to Indian society, it also has a global dimension 
because the Indian Diaspora maintains caste in its various peregrinations and ghettoizes itself on 
caste lines with tacit support of the multicultural policies of Western societies. In this globalized 
world, caste is exported out of India and there are reports by members of the Dalit Diaspora about 
caste discrimination outside India (Dalit Solidarity Network UK Report, 2006). Caste therefore has 
to be seen as the dominant aspect not only of Indian society but diasporic identity as well (8), 
Christopher argues. While, Prabhakar Mande, an eminent folklorist and scholar who has written 
on Marathi literature and folk theatre, responded to the critics, who undermines the visibility of 
Dalit literature, thus:   

The event of the development of Dalit literature is not just a literary event. Therefore this 
literature should not be viewed only from a literary perspective. Unless this literary chain 
of events is seen from a sociological perspective against the entire background of the 
changes happening in the society, its significance will not be grasped. (Quoted in Limbale 
99)  
But theoretically, established literary critics subsume it under wider categories of 

literature in different Indian Languages, and adjudge it according to criteria that they claim to be 
universal and timeless.  These judgments have been negative and hostile.  Mukherjee comments 
that Dalit literary theory, emerged as a reaction to dominant group’ critics negative evaluation of 
Dalit writings, offers a distinct formulation of nature and purpose of literature in general, an 
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evaluation of the canon of Indian literatures, and a framework within which Dalit writings should 
be read and evaluated (xxv). But Dalit literature in translation is also in danger of being contained 
and appropriated by Brahmanical exegesis. There are many more non-Dalit interpreters of Dalit 
literature in international departments of “English” studies, partly owing to academic 
compulsions, lucrative careers, and easy access to funding and publishing. This is a very disturbing 
trend, because it tends to colonize Dalit literature, subjecting it to an upper-caste gaze that seeks 
to define, classify, explain, and master it. Dalits who have been victims of oppressive Brahmanical 
structures are now subjects of Brahmanical regimes of representation. Since caste is the 
determining criterion in India, non-Dalit readings of Dalit literature are fraught with problems 
(Christopher 8). As Alok Mukherjee aptly points out: 

Representations of Dalits by upper caste Hindu writers, rather than those created by Dalit 
writers themselves, […] have been the basis for any discussion of issues of caste and 
casteism in literary history and theory. Thus even a radical critic such as Gayatri Spivak, for 
example, has based her entire exploration of the life experiences of Adivasis or aboriginal 
communities on the writings of the upper caste Bengali writer Mahasweta Devi […]. She 
makes no use of any writing by Dalits or Adivasis themselves in her theorizing on 
subalternity (9). 
Ironically Mukherjee is a part of the problem that he diagnoses as he too belongs to the 

“upper caste”. Despite the sense of solidarity that informs the work of non-Dalit scholars like 
Mukherjee, their representations are nevertheless paternalistic and tend to pre-empt Dalit 
responses (Chritopher 8-9). Mukherjee’s important insight reminds us of Marx’s statement about 
the French peasantry: “[t]hey cannot represent themselves, they must be represented” (124). 

Now Dalit writer turn the tables on mainstream literature and theory charging them being 
not ‘good’ because it has ignored the suffering and exploitation of Dalits. Mainstream literature is 
not real but artificial, charge Dalit writers, not true but false like a paper flower. Wankhade notes 
that 

A Marathi writer’s understanding of life is restricted… He has never seen that outside there 
is a vast world—a suffering, distressed, struggling, howling world, burning with anger from 
within like a prairie fire (316).  
Valimiki find the same problem of caste and class biases in the contemporary Hindi 

literature. He recognizes the conspiracies of non-Dalit writers writing about Dalits as sympathy 
and to maintain the system as it exists. He says: 

If the non-Dalits are unfamiliar with the burning miseries of Dalit life, it is because of the 
distance between Dalits and non-Dalits that has been created by the Indian social order. 
When they do not know the reality of this Dalit life, whatever they write about it will 
remain superficial, born out of pity and sympathy, and not out of desire for change or 
repentance (34). 
Non-Dalit writers’ effort to be included in the rubric of Dalit live narratives is contested by 

Dalit writer who vociferously claim that Dalit literature can be written only by Dalits: ‘Dragging 
and cutting dead animals—how will non-Dalits write about the experiences of Dalit with the  
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power of imagination? In a similar vein, Valimiki ridicules the Hindi writers Kashinath Singh who 
said that ‘one does not have to be a horse in order to write on one’: ‘Only the horse, tethered to its 
stall after a whole day’s exhausting labour knows how it feels and not its owner’. Limbale too 
suggests that only a Dalit can represent Dalit in an authentic manner. In such claims Dalit writers 
are not alone; aboriginal writers in United States and Canada have made similar declarations 
(xxvi) which reminisces the battle between Gandhi and Ambedkar over representation of 
untouchable at round table conference held in London. Gandhi had denied Ambedkar’s claim to be 
representative of untouchables. Dalit writers demand that their right to self-represent be 
acknowledged.  

Thus what detractors have enumerated as faults, Dalit writers have embraced as the 
distinct aspect of Dalit aesthetics. Dalit literature is propagandist because it is written to bring 
about social change; it does not represent the individual per se because ‘the experience described 
in Dalit literature is social, hence it is articulated as collective in character’ say Limbale (36). It is 
full of anger because ‘it is impossible to represent the never ending torments of Dalit life in a 
mellifluous stanzas’ (Valmiki 61). It does not provide enjoyment because it is written out of the 
Dalit writers’ confrontation with his agony born of exploitation (Valmiki 50). Dalit writers’ 
rejection of pronouncements of non-Dalit critics implicitly or explicitly identifies many of the 
features of Dalit writings. Similarly Dalit themselves have defined Dalit literature and its 
characteristic substantively. Valmiki says ‘Dalit literature is the literature of masses. It is a 
literature of action, based on human values, which wages a struggle born out of anger and 
rebellion against feudalistic mindsets’ (15). Amarnath Prasad in his essay ‘Some Reflection on 
Dalit Literature writes: Dalit Literature is a journey from main stream literature to marginal 
literature, from grand narrative to little narrative, from individual identity to group identity, from 
ideal to real, from vertical literature to spiral literature, from self justification to self affirmation. In 
actuality, it is the celebration of difference with a process to the true discovery of India.  

Among Dalit writers Kumud Pawde, Daya Pawar, Baburao Bagul, Arjun Dangle, Suraj Pal 
Chauhan, Mohan Das Namishray, Kanwal Bharti, Anita Bharti, Sheoraj Singh Baichain, 
Chanderbhan Prasad, Omprakash Valmiki, Sachi Rautray, Rabi Singh, Basudev Sunani, Namdeo 
Dhasal, Arun Kamble, Murlidhar Bansode, Ambadas Shinde, Narender Jadhav, Baby Kamble, 
Urmila Pawar, Laxman Mane, Laxman Gaikwad, RajaDhale, Krushna Kamble, Hari Narake, 
Shantabai, Abhimani, Poomani, Marku, Annabhau Sathe, Mangal Rathod, Bandhu Madhav, Waman 
Nibalkar,  Neerave Patel, Perumal Murugan, Palamalai, Sudhakar, Heera Bansode, Jyoti Lanjewar, 
Bhau Panchbhai,  Bhimsen Dethe,  D. Gopi, Bama, T.K.C. Vaduthala (T.K.C. Vaduthalayude 
Kathakal) and Narayan (Kocharayathi) are the voices which vociferously seek to claim the 
deserved dignity and equality. Of course, Dalit discourse, in India and abroad, has got 
acknowledgment but it lacks still the acknowledgement and admiration of Dalit women who has 
not, so far, attained the equality neither with the other women counter-part nor their Dalit male 
counter-part. Dalit women’s issues are still unattended, unexplored, under-explored, unheard or 
less heard, this is why I chose to focus on less trodden path to study Dalit autobiography from 
feminist perspective to highlight their issues.   
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Under such conditions, the Dalits had also grown suspicious of the women’s movement, 

which had multi-strands. There were Left, political party-affiliated women’s organizations which 
highlighted the issues of low wages, economic exploitation, price rise and unemployment. Both the 
Dalit and Left movements fought together on issues of Brahmanical cultural politics. But the Dalits 
felt that the Left forces had not realized the importance of caste, and had not put the caste issue on 
their political agenda. Though women from Dalit masses participated in large numbers in many 
struggles organized by the Left parties against price rise, for equal wages and so on, in both rural 
and urban areas, the issue of modernity and caste, developmental policies and their impact on 
gender and poverty, lack of unemployment and violence, did not get the gendered attention it 
deserved (xxi). The secular and liberal feminist movement i.e. in Maharashtra carried the legacy of 
the reformist agenda of the nineteenth century reformers on one hand and, on the other, aligned 
with the internationally dominant radical American feminists. They sought to highlight the issue of 
patriarchal domination of men over women in the traditional joint as well as new nuclear family. 
They highlighted the issue of rape and violence within family and the archaic nature of the laws. 
Within the Dalit movement there was a strong feeling that this was done without meaningfully 
addressing the issue of caste. This was the legacy of reformist movement in Maharashtra. Right 
from the nineteenth century, the woman’s question had occupied an important place on the 
agenda of both reformist and radical social movement. Mahatma Phule’s Sarvajanik Satyadharma 
had highlighted the issue of equality among the sexes and urged people to treat women with more 
respect and educate them. He had organized to give women their human rights (For instance, the 
first strike in India was organized by Phule who got the barbars in Pune to declare that they would 
not shave the heads of Brahmin widows). The reformist movement, however, was either silent or 
dismissive about Phule’s radical political theorization about the woman and the caste question.  

Women’s education and their legal rights had been the major concerns in the reformist 
movement led by upper class, upper caste intellectuals like Gopal Ganesh Agarkar, Pandita 
Ramabai, Ramabai Ranade and others, but caste theoretician Phule had never found a mention in 
their debates. And like wise brahminical reformist had never even heard of Tarabai Shinde, an 
activist of Phule’s Satyashodhak Samaj who launched scathing attacks on patriarchal domination 
and control of women in famil (Pandit xxii-iii).  Similarly, later feminists, who all were from upper 
caste and middle class had refused to take note of Ambedkar’s theorization regarding organic 
relationship between the caste system and patriarchal control over women’s sexuality.  

The post-1970 women’s movement in Maharashtra was limited mostly to the middle class, 
upper middle caste women, as just mentioned. Though the a great deal of pioneering work was 
done by the women’s movement to make the society aware of the legal rights, problem of archaic 
law of rape, the necessity of changing personal laws about divorce, polygamy, inheritance, 
adoption and so on. Much of the media projected this work in the popular imagination as anti-
family. The media hype that feminists were home-breakers and anti-family contributed to the 
distrust of feminist groups which were in any case concentrated in urban circles and dealt mostly 
with issues of upper middle class women who were ignorant about caste issues. The awareness of 
Dalit women’s issues was submerged under the logic of universal sisterhood propagated by the  
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feminist movement. It was believed that caste identities could be overcome by the larger identities 
of universal sisterhood. But the feminists did not have a theoretical apparatus to deal with the 
issue of caste. Their use of gender as category of analysis was devoid of concerns and therefore it 
failed to account for the harsh realities of millions of Dalits and especially Dalit women and 
sometimes even devoid of class concern.  

Around late 1980s and early 1990s Dalit women started angry questions about their 
exclusion and not only in the Left and the feminist movements. Within the Dalit movement itself, 
tensions had been developing vis-à-vis the caste struggle and gender relations. The women who 
knew Ambedkar and issues, raised by the feminist groups, started to reconstruct the history of 
Dalit struggle. Urmila Pawar and Meenakshi Moon (1989) wrote on women in the Ambedkarite 
movement which was a significant example of political stance. They began to raise questions 
about customs like devdasi which gave religious sanction to prostitution, custom like polygamy, or 
wife desertion that were rampant in various castes and communities, the oppressive domination 
and control of caste panchayats over women’s sexuality. The caste panchayats prescribed dictates 
in matters of marriage, punishment to women who had transgressed. Urmila Pawar describes how 
a woman was humiliated and tortured to death by the women in her own community as 
prescribed by the caste panchayats. In some cases the caste panchayats even prescribed rates to 
buy or sell a woman to men who wanted to marry her (Pardeshi).  

So Dalit women had already started voicing their protest against the patriarchy they 
experienced within the communities in varied forms. By the beginning of the 1990s, Dalit women 
had started loudly voicing their protest against the feminists on the one hand and against the 
patriarchal ideologies and practices within their own communities, on the other. National 
Federation of Dalit Women suggested new directions for feminist internationalism. They argued 
that the issue of caste was not to be dealt in isolation. Caste and race were similar according to 
them and the issue of Dalit human right had to be put on the agenda of international movement. 
They demanded the inclusion of these issues in the Durban Convention on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination (2001) and appealed to form a common platform to forge unity among 
various oppressed castes and communities on the national and international levels (xxv).  
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